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There is a well-stocked library of cultural and technical works,
with an expert librarian to advise readers. A separate reading-
room solves the problem of where to read for the worker who
has no privacy in the home. There are various study groups,
including circles for Party members and political and social
organisers. This club has a special section for foreign workers
containing books, fiction and other, as well as newspapers,
political pamphlets, etc., in German and English.
Music and sport hold important places in the club. There is a
special room for the medical examination of those who wish to
take up any sport. Here a first aid group receives training.
In this club there is an excellent children's department. The
chief room is a large playroom with all kinds of constructional
games, all of which have been made by older children. Much
painting and drawing is done here. It was here that I saw that
delightful children's dancing mentioned in another chapter.
There is a good restaurant, where meals can be obtained at
very reasonable prices.
In Kharkov, four factories have combined and organised a
conservatoire of music for their workers. Everywhere the factory
workers show amazing initiative in arranging for their cultural
development. Nowadays the impetus rarely comes from the
top. It is nearly always the workers themselves who originate
and carry through schemes.
The finest up-to-date cultural club is in Moscow, known, not
undeservedly, as the Palace of Culture. When I was there in
1934 it was not yet completed. Here, although only built
eighteen months, the accommodation was already inadequate
and a new block was being erected. This was one of the clubs
built on the initiative of the workers from the various factories
in the district, including the Dynamo and the Amo factories.
The expenses were borne by the unions and factories, and the
club is now supported by these. The use of the club is free, and
meals are supplied at cost price in the very attractive, exquisitely
clean dining-room, where a very good orchestra was playing
when I was there. A charge is made for admission to the cinema

